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Abstract
We construct a gauge-fixing procedure in the path integral for gravitational
models with branes and boundaries. This procedure incorporates a set of gauge
conditions which gauge away effectively decoupled diffeomorphisms acting in the
(d + 1)-dimensional bulk and on the d-dimensional brane. The corresponding
gauge-fixing factor in the path integral factorizes as a product of the bulk and
brane (surface-theory) factors. This factorization underlies a special bulk wave-
function representation of the brane effective action. We develop the semiclas-
sical expansion for this action and explicitly derive it in the one-loop approxi-
mation. The one-loop brane effective action can be decomposed into the sum of
the gauge-fixed bulk contribution and the contribution of the pseudodifferential
operator of the brane-to-brane propagation of quantum gravitational perturba-
tions. The gauge dependence of these contributions is analyzed by the method
of Ward identities. By the recently suggested method of the Neumann-Dirichlet
reduction the bulk propagator in the semiclassical expansion is converted to the
Dirichlet boundary conditions preferable from the calculational viewpoint.
1. Introduction
In this paper we extend the method of quantum effective action in brane models [1]
to gravitational systems invariant under general coordinate diffeomorphisms. Specifi-
cally, we will be interested in the peculiarities of the gauge-fixing procedure caused by
the presence of branes/boundaries. It is well known that branes break the full diffeo-
morphism invariance and give rise to the dynamical brane bending modes [2] which
produce ghost instabilities [3, 4] and generate a low strong-coupling scale [5]. This
leads to difficulties in the construction of long-distance modifications of gravity theory
that could underly the dark energy phenomenon both at the classical and quantum
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level [6]. Quantum effects in gravitational and, in particular, cosmological brane mod-
els might also be important for the mechanism of the cosmological acceleration that
can be facilitated by the 4D conformal anomaly in the presence of extra dimensions [7].
So here we want to study the gauge-fixing aspects of such problems in the quantum
domain.
Peculiarities of the gauge-fixing procedure in brane models follow from the structure
of their action
S [GAB(X) ] = S
B[GAB(X) ] + S
b[ gαβ(x) ]. (1.1)
It contains the bulk and brane parts as functionals of the bulk metric GAB(X) and
the induced metric on the brane gαβ(x). The bulk (d + 1)-dimensional and the brane
d-dimensional coordinates are labeled respectively by X = XA, A = 0, 1, ...d, and
x = xα, α = 0, 1, ...d − 1, the brane is embedded into the bulk by means of some
embedding function e(x),
XA = eA(x), (1.2)
and the induced metric reads in terms of the bulk metric as
gαβ(x) = ∂αe
A(x)GAB(e(x)) ∂βe
B(x). (1.3)
Generically, the bulk part in (1.1) is the Einstein action with the cosmological term
SB[GAB(X) ] =
1
16piG
{∫
B
dd+1X G1/2
(
R(G)− 2Λ
)
− 2
∫
b
ddx g1/2K
}
(1.4)
which includes the integral over the bulk B and the Gibbons-Hawking integral over the
brane b. The latter involves the trace of the brane extrinsic curvature K = gαβKαβ
and is necessary for the consistency of the variational procedure for this action.1
The brane part of (1.4) is given by a covariant d-dimensional integral over b. De-
pending on the model it contains the brane tension term (in the Randall-Sundrum
model [8]), the brane Einstein term (like in the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati model [9]),
the combination thereof [10] or other covariant structures in brane and bulk curva-
tures [11]. Both bulk and brane parts of the full action may also contain matter fields
which for brevity we do not consider here. Without loss of generality they can be
included into the sets of bulk and brane metric coefficients. Also, it is worth noting
that Eqs.(1.1)-(1.4) equally well describe the system in the bulk domain B with the
boundary b = ∂B and the brane system with the bulk satisfying the Z2-symmetry with
1The extrinsic curvature is defined as a projection onto the brane of the tensor KAB ≡ ∇AnB with
the inward pointing vector nB normal to the brane.
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respect to the brane b. This formalism also applies in context of Euclidean quantum
gravity with a closed compact boundary b.
The bulk and brane parts of the action (1.1) are invariant with respect to diffeomor-
phisms generated by the bulk ΞA(X) and brane ξα(x) vector fields. The corresponding
transformations have the form
δΞGAB(X) = ∇AΞB(X) +∇BΞA(X), (1.5)
δξgαβ(x) = Dαξβ(x) +Dβξα(x), (1.6)
where ∇A denotes the covariant derivative in the bulk and Dα is a covariant derivative
on the brane. The bulk diffeomorphism (1.5) preserves the bulk action only when
the projection of ΞA(X) normal to the brane, Ξ⊥(X), is vanishing. In contrast, the
tangential projection of ΞA(X), Ξα(X), on the brane can be arbitrary. Because the
bulk and induced brane metrics are not independent, this projection generates the
brane diffeomorphism and coincides with the vector field ξα(x). Thus, the boundary
conditions for the above gauge transformations read
Ξα(X)
∣∣ = ξα(x), Ξ⊥(X)∣∣ = 0. (1.7)
Here and in what follows the vertical bar indicates that the function in the bulk,
φ(X), is restricted to the brane and labeled by the corresponding low case letter x,
φ(X)| = φ(e(x)), with the aid of the embedding function (1.2).
The construction of the quantum effective action for any brane model should in-
corporate the gauge-fixing procedure for the diffeomorphism symmetry (1.5)-(1.7).
Schematically, this corresponds to introducing the Feynman-DeWitt-Faddeev-Popov
gauge-fixing factor in the path integral [12]
e iΓ =
∫
DGAB(X) exp
(
iS [ GAB(X) ]
)
× ( gauge-fixing ). (1.8)
Here integration runs over the metric coefficients in the bulk and on the brane because
the metric on the brane is not fixed and is subject to quantum fluctuations. The
gauge-fixing factor should gauge away local diffeomorphisms by imposing a certain set
of gauge conditions and introducing necessary ghost factors maintaining unitarity and
gauge independence of the effective action.
Curiously, despite a well-known form of the gauge algebra (1.5)-(1.7), no exhaus-
tive formulation of gauge-fixing procedure for (1.8) is known in current literature. In
particular, the ghost factors require the knowledge of boundary conditions for the cor-
responding Faddeev-Popov operators acting on the space of gauge parameters ΞA(X).
In view of (1.7) their tangential components Ξα(X)| are arbitrary and should be inte-
grated over, and it would seem that this integration gives rise to the Neumann boundary
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conditions for Ξα(X)|. However, this naive prescription turns out to be incorrect. As
we show below, the derivation of the boundary conditions for ghosts is less straight-
forward and much deeper relies on the details of gauging away the transformations
(1.5)-(1.7).
In its turn, the preferable choice of gauge conditions in brane models is constrained
by additional requirements. One requirement follows from the fact that within the
brane concept the fields in the bulk are usually integrated out, so that the physics of
the system is effectively probed only by the variables living on the brane.2 Thus, a
very important aspect of the effective action in brane theory is that it should be a
functional of the induced metric gαβ(x), rather then the full set of metric coefficients
GAB(X). Therefore, the preferable gauge conditions should be chosen in such a way
that the calculational technique for Γ [ gαβ(x) ] is manifestly covariant with respect to
brane diffeomorphisms (1.6) separately from the bulk ones (1.5).
The effective decoupling of brane diffeomorphisms from the bulk diffeomorphisms
can be attained by imposing two sets of gauge conditions — brane d-dimensional gauges
χµ(x) = 0 and the bulk (d+1)-dimensional gauges HA(X) = 0 which gauge away their
corresponding diffeomorphisms. Moreover, they can preserve the manifest covariance
of the calculational scheme if they are chosen in the DeWitt background-covariant
form [12]. Under the splitting of the brane metric into the background (mean field)
and perturbation parts, gαβ → gαβ + hαβ, this brane gauge reads as
χµ = Dνhµν −
1
2
Dµh, h ≡ gµν hµν , (1.9)
where the covariant derivatives Dµ are defined with respect to the background metric
gµν which also raises the indices of hµν and Dµ. The corresponding Faddeev-Popov
operator which we denote by Jµν(D) acts on the vector space of ξ
ν(x). In the lowest
order in hµν it reads as a covariant d-dimensional d’Alembertian modified by the Ricci-
curvature potential term
J
µ
ν(D) = 
(d)δµν +R
µ
ν , 
(d) = gµνDµDν . (1.10)
A similar DeWitt bulk gauge condition arises under the splitting of the full bulk
metric, GAB → GAB +HAB, and reads
HA = ∇BHBC −
1
2
∇AH, H ≡ GABHAB, (1.11)
2This means that in the classical action of the path integral (1.8) one must add sources conjugated
only to the variables located at the brane, that is to the components of the induced metric gαβ(x).
The Legendre transform with respect to these sources then leads to the effective action as a functional
of the mean induced metric, Γ [ 〈gαβ(x)〉 ]. As is well known, in the one-loop approximation this field
is called the background, and the whole procedure reduces to the subtraction from S [ GAB(X) ] in
(1.8) the term linear in the deviation of the integration variable from this background – the stationary
point of the path integral.
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where ∇A is also defined with respect to the background metric GAB. The correspond-
ing Faddeev-Popov operator, denoted by QAB(∇) and acting on the space of Ξ
B(X), is
given by
QAB(∇) = 
(d+1)δAB +R
A
B, 
(d+1) = ∇A∇A. (1.12)
This operator is of the second order in derivatives and, as we show below, it should
be supplied by the Dirichlet boundary conditions for all components of ΞA(X). This
guarantees the decoupling of the bulk and brane diffeomorphisms even despite their
entanglement via the relation (1.7).
Another requirement to the background field formalism for brane theories is the re-
duction of their Feynman rules to those of the Green’s functions with Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions. As discussed in [1] such boundary conditions are calculationally much
simpler than the original brane matching conditions of the generalized Neumann type.
This reduction is possible in view of the duality relations between the Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary value problems suggested in [13], and as we show below this re-
duction also works for gauge-fixed framework. In particular, the decomposition of the
quantum effective action in the sum of the bulk and brane-to-brane contributions ob-
tained in [1], which incorporates this Neumann-Dirichlet reduction, works both in the
gauge-field and ghost sectors of (1.8).
Below we develop the gauge-fixing procedure of the above type. We derive the
gauge-fixing factor in Eq.(1.8), show its bulk-brane factorization property underlying
a special bulk wavefunction representation of the brane effective action [14] and build
the semiclassical expansion for this action with its Neumann-Dirichlet reduction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2 we list the main results of this paper.
Sect.3 presents the spacetime foliation associated with its brane/boundary and the cor-
responding canonical formalism which facilitates the derivation of relevant boundary
value problems. In Sects. 4 and 5 we derive the gauge-fixing factor of (1.8) and the
associated bulk wavefunction representation of the brane effective action. In Sect. 6 we
derive the Feynman diagrammatic technique for this action and explicitly present it in
the one-loop approximation as a sum of special bulk and brane contributions. They are
based on a mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary value problem for the graviton propa-
gator. Sect.7 presents the method of Ward identities which allow one to demonstrate
for both of these contributions their manifest gauge independence. In Sect. 8 the di-
agrammatic technique is completely reduced to the propagator with strictly Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The concluding section summarizes the obtained results and dis-
cusses their possible applications. Three appendices describe the properties of the local
measure in the path integral for brane models, the Gaussian integration over the func-
tional space with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions and the variational
problem for the Green’s function subject to such boundary conditions.
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2. Main results
The main results of this paper include the selection of bulk and brane gauge condi-
tions, their corresponding gauge-fixing factor in the path integral (1.8), the one-loop
expression for the brane effective action and its Neumann-Dirichlet reduction. In this
section we briefly list these results that will be derived in the following sections.
2.1. Bulk and brane gauge conditions
In view of (1.7) a generic diffeomorphism in the bulk can be represented as a composi-
tion of two transformations. One transformation is uniquely fixed by a given vector field
ξµ(x) on the brane by continuing its d-dimensional diffeomorphism from the brane to
the spacetime bulk. Another transformation is a generic (d+1)-dimensional diffeomor-
phism which reduces to the identity at the boundary, ΞA(X) | = 0. Correspondingly,
the gauge-fixing procedure can be split into two stages. At the first stage special bulk
gauge conditions gauge away this (d + 1)-dimensional diffeomorphisms vanishing at
the brane. At the second stage brane gauge conditions completely fix the residual
d-dimensional diffeomorphisms at the boundary. This strategy allows one to decouple
the boundary diffeomorphisms from the bulk ones and render the whole formalism
manifestly covariant with respect to the both types of diffeomorphisms.
For this purpose the bulk gauge conditions should be special in the sense that they
should not overconstrain the relevant (d + 1)-dimensional transformations and leave
the boundary values Ξµ(X) | = ξµ(x) arbitrary. This means that ξµ(x) play the role
of boundary conditions for zero modes of the relevant Faddeev-Popov operator — the
transformations which leave the bulk gauge conditions invariant. If we denote these
(d+ 1)-dimensional gauge conditions by
HA(X) = HA
(
GCD(X), ∂BGCD(X)
)
(2.1)
then their gauge transformation serves as the definition of the bulk Faddeev-Popov
operator QAB(∇)
δΞHA(X) = QAB(∇) Ξ
B(X). (2.2)
To fix the bulk diffeomorphisms this operator should be invertible under the Dirich-
let boundary conditions ΞA(X) | = 0, but it must have nontrivial zero modes ΞB0 (X),
QAB(∇) Ξ
B
0 (X) = 0, subject to inhomogeneous boundary conditions (1.7) “enumerated”
by all possible brane vector fields ξµ(x). This is possible when the Faddeev-Popov oper-
ator in (2.2) is of the second order in derivatives transversal to the spacetime boundary.
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The gauge conditions which generate the Faddeev-Popov operators with such proper-
ties can be background-covariant from the bulk (d+ 1)-dimensional viewpoint and, in
particular, given by the DeWitt gauge in the bulk (1.11).
The residual gauge transformations with the parameters ξµ are gauged away by
imposing the brane gauge conditions χµ(x) = 0. In order to decouple the boundary
diffeomorphisms from the bulk ones, one must impose these gauge conditions only upon
the brane metric
χµ(x) = χµ
(
gαβ(x), ∂µgαβ(x)
)
. (2.3)
Similarly to (2.2) they generate the brane Faddeev-Popov operator Jµν (D),
δξχµ(x) = Jµν(D) ξ
ν(x), (2.4)
which is now determined entirely in terms of quantities induced on the brane. A
particular example of such gauge conditions which are background-covariant from the d-
dimensional viewpoint is given by the DeWitt gauge conditions (1.9) with the Faddeev-
Popov operator (1.10) which is nondegenerate under appropriate boundary conditions
at the infinity of the brane (or in view of the closed compact nature of the boundary
in Euclidean context when (d) becomes a Laplacian).
2.2. The gauge-fixing factor
For the gauge-fixing procedure (2.1)-(2.4) the gauge-fixing factor in (1.8) factorizes into
the product of the corresponding bulk and brane factors [14]
( gauge-fixing ) = δ [H ] DetDQ× δ(χ) detJ . (2.5)
Here δ [H ] and δ(χ) denote respectively the (d + 1)-dimensional and d-dimensional
functional delta-functions,
δ[H ] ≡
∏
X∈B
∏
A
δ
(
HA(X)
)
, (2.6)
δ(χ) ≡
∏
x∈b
∏
µ
δ
(
χµ(x)
)
, (2.7)
and DetDQ and detJ are the corresponding ghost functional determinants of the bulk
and brane Faddeev-Popov operators defined by (2.2) and (2.4). To distinguish between
the functional dimensionalities of these determinants we denote the determinant of the
(d+ 1)-dimensional theory by Det ≡ Det(d+1) and that of the d-dimensional theory by
det ≡ Det(d).
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The subscript in DetDQ indicates that the functional determinant of the second-
order differential operator QAB(∇) is taken subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the brane. The variational definition of such a determinant in terms of the Dirichlet
Green’s function of QAB(∇) is given below, see Eq.(4.9). In contrast, boundary condi-
tions for J(D) in detJ are not important for us, because the brane boundary is either
absent, as in Euclidean context with a closed compact boundary of a bulk domain
(the boundary of the boundary), or lies at infinity where the boundary conditions are
trivial.
One can use the t’Hooft’s method of transition from the degenerate (delta-function
type) gauges to the gauge-breaking terms both in the bulk sector
δ [H ] ⇒ (Det cAB )
1/2 exp
(
iSBgb[G ]
)
, (2.8)
SBgb[G(X) ] = −
1
2
∫
B
dX HA(X) cABH
B(X), (2.9)
and brane sector
δ (χ) ⇒
(
det cµν
)1/2
exp
(
iSbgb[ g ]
)
, (2.10)
Sbgb[ g(x) ] = −
1
2
∫
b
dxχµ(x) cµν χ
ν(x). (2.11)
Here cAB and cµν are respectively the bulk and brane gauge-fixing matrices. We use
for them the same notation differing only by the type of indices (AB vs µν), which
should not lead to a confusion in what follows.
The factorization of the gauge-fixing factor (2.5) underlies a special bulk wavefunc-
tion representation of the brane effective action, see Eqs. (5.2)-(5.3) below.
2.3. One-loop brane effective action
The semiclassical expansion for the brane effective action within the gauge-fixing pro-
cedure of the above type has the form
Γ [ gαβ(x) ] = S
B
[
G0AB[ g(x) ]
]
+ Sb[ gαβ(x) ]
+~Γ1−loop[ gαβ(x) ] +O( ~
2 ). (2.12)
Its tree-level part (the first line of this equation) follows from the classical action (1.1)
calculated on the solution of classical equations of motion, G0AB[ g(x) ]. This solution
satisfies the bulk gauge (2.1) and is subject to the boundary condition on the brane —
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the induced d-dimensional metric gαβ(x),
δSB[G ]
δGAB(X)
∣∣∣∣
G=G0
= 0, (2.13)
HA
(
G0(X), ∂G0(X)
)
= 0, (2.14)
G0αβ(X)
∣∣
b
= gαβ(x). (2.15)
The one-loop part of the action is built in terms of the inverse propagator of the
theory in the bulk, which is non-degenerate due to the contribution of the bulk gauge-
breaking term
F = FAB,CD(∇) δ(X,X ′) =
δ2(SB + SBgb )
δGAB(X) δGCD(X ′)
. (2.16)
The Green’s function of this operator, which determines the bulk propagator,
GDN(X,X
′) = GDNAB,CD(X,X
′), (2.17)
satisfies the following problem with the set of mixed boundary conditions of the gen-
eralized Dirichlet-Neumann type
F (∇)GDN(X,X
′) = δ(X,X ′), (2.18)
GDNαβ, CD(X,X
′)
∣∣
X
= 0, (2.19)
→
H (∇)GDN(X,X
′)
∣∣
X
= 0. (2.20)
Here (2.19) means that the induced metric components of the Green’s function (αβ-
components among AB-components) vanish on the brane, whereas the rest of the
boundary conditions imply the vanishing of the linearized gauge conditions. The dif-
ferential operator of linearized gauge conditions, acting upon the Green’s function in
(2.20), HE,AB(∇)GDNAB,CD(X,X
′), is defined by
→
H (∇) δ(X,X ′) ≡
→
H E,AB(∇) δ(X,X ′) =
δHE(X)
δGAB(X ′)
. (2.21)
In terms of these quantities the one-loop effective action reads as the sum of the
bulk and brane effective actions both including their relevant ghost contributions (cor-
responding to the factorization of the gauge-fixing factor (2.5))
iΓ1−loop[ gαβ(x) ] = −
1
2
TrDN lnF + TrD lnQ
∣∣∣
G= G0( g)
−
1
2
tr lnF DN + tr lnJ . (2.22)
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Here TrD and TrDN denote the functional traces of the bulk theory subject to the
Dirichlet and mixed Dirichlet-Neumann (cf. (2.18)-(2.20)) boundary conditions, while
tr is a functional trace in the boundary d-dimensional theory. FDN is the brane-to-
brane operator
F
DN ≡ F αβ, γδDN (x, x
′)
= −
( →
WGDN
←
W ||
)αβ, γδ
(x, x′) + καβ, γδ(D) δ(x, x′). (2.23)
This is a gauge theory generalization of the brane operator introduced in [1]. The
first term here implies that the kernel of the Dirichlet-Neumann Green’s function is
being acted by the operatorsW (∇) upon both arguments in the directions indicated by
arrows. The double vertical bar indicates that both points of the kernel are restricted to
the brane and labeled by the corresponding low case letters. That is, if the embedding
of the boundary/brane in the bulk is denoted by X = e(x), then this explicitly means:
→
WGDN
←
W || (x, x′) ≡
→
W (∇)GDN(X,X
′)
←
W (∇′)
∣∣∣
X=e(x), X′=e(x′)
. (2.24)
The first order differential operator W (∇) is the Wronskian operator
→
W(∇) =
→
WAB,CD(∇), (2.25)
which is determined for the symmetric second-order differential operator (2.16) by the
following Wronskian relation valid for two arbitrary test functions φ1,2(X)∫
B
dX
(
φ1
→
F(∇)φ2 − φ1
←
F(∇)φ2
)
= −
∫
∂B
dx
(
φ1
→
W(∇)φ2 − φ1
←
W(∇)φ2
)
. (2.26)
With these definitions the first term of (2.23) is given by the (αβ, γδ)-block of
the matrix (
→
W GDN
←
W || )AB,CD. The second term of (2.23) is a contribution of the
brane d-dimensional part of the classical action (1.1) and the brane gauge-breaking
term (2.11)
καβ, γδ(D) δ(x, x′) =
δ2(Sb + Sbgb )
δgαβ(x) δgγδ(x′)
. (2.27)
The gauge-breaking term here makes the whole operator (2.23) nondegenerate.
2.4. Neumann-Dirichlet reduction
The equation (2.22) generalizes the technique of [1] to brane gravitational models
invariant with respect to local diffeomorphisms. The main goal of [1] was a complete
reduction of the calculational technique from Neumann-type boundary conditions to
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much simpler Dirichlet ones. However, in the algorithm (2.22) this goal is not yet
achieved, because of the complexity of boundary conditions for GDN(X,X
′) in (2.18)-
(2.20). Such a reduction can be done, and in the one-loop approximation it is given by
the expression alternative to (2.22)
iΓ1−loop[ gαβ(x) ] = −
1
2
TrD lnF + TrD lnQ
−
1
2
tr lnFD + tr lnJ . (2.28)
Here the functional traces of all bulk operators are calculated subject to Dirichlet
conditions, and the brane-to-brane operator FD is given by the expression similar to
(2.23) but with the Dirichlet Green’s function GD replacing GDN
F
αβ, γδ
D (x, x
′) = −
( →
WGD
←
W ||
)αβ, γδ
(x, x′) + καβ, γδ(D) δ(x, x′). (2.29)
3. Canonical formalism in the brane foliation of
spacetime
The derivation of the above results is much easier in terms of the DeWitt condensed
notations [12]. In these notations the bulk metric is labeled by the condensed index
a = (AB,X) including both tensor labels and the bulk coordinates X
Ga = GAB(X), a = (AB,X). (3.1)
If we apply the same convention to the definition of the vector field ΞA = ΞA(X),
A = (A,X), then the gauge invariance of the bulk action can be written down in terms
of the generators of diffeomorphisms RaA
δΞGa = RaA Ξ
A, (3.2)
R aA
δSB
δGa
= 0, (3.3)
where the contraction of condensed indices implies also integration over the bulk coor-
dinates X . In order to display the differential structure of these generators for various
metric components
RaC =
→
RAB,C(∇) δ(X,X
′),
→
RAB,C(∇) = 2G(AC∇B), (3.4)
we will need the canonical formalism of the bulk gravitational action, associated with
the brane-type foliation of the full spacetime. In this formalism the role of time is
played by the extra-dimensional coordinate y. In view of the spacelike nature of y this
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variable has nothing to do with a real dynamical evolution, but the local differential
properties of the diffeomorphism transformations are very similar to those of the usual
canonical formalism in the physical time t = X0.
So we assume that the bulk is foliated by the surfaces of constant y, whose em-
bedding is determined by the embedding functions, XA = eA(xα, y), including the
embedding of the brane (1.2), eA(xα) ≡ eA(xα, 0). Such a foliation determines the
vielbein of vectors eAα and n
A respectively tangential and normal to the slices, eAα ≡
∂αe
A, nA e
A
α = 0, GAB n
AnB = 1. It also gives rise to the induced metric on the
brane and other surfaces of constant y – the generalization of Eq.(1.2), gαβ(x, y) =
eAα (x, y)GAB(e(x, y)) e
B
β (x, y).
This foliation generates the lapse and shift functions defined as normal and tangen-
tial projections of the local “velocity” vector ∂ye
A(x, y) ≡ e˙A with which the bulk slice
evolves in “time” y
N⊥ = nA ∂ye
A(x, y), Nα = gαβ Nβ, Nβ = e
B
β GBA ∂ye
A(x, y). (3.5)
In fact these functions are equivalent to GAy-components of the full metric, so that
GAB(X) can be parameterized in terms of gαβ and N
A = (Nα, N⊥). Then the bulk
Einstein action (1.4) has a well-known ADM form in terms of the extrinsic curvature
Kαβ of constant y slices and their scalar curvature R
(d)(g)
SB[G ] =
1
16piG
∫
y≥0
dy
∫
dx g1/2N⊥
(
K2 −K2αβ +R
(d)(g)− 2Λ
)
, (3.6)
Kαβ =
1
2N⊥
(
∂ygαβ −DαNβ −DβNα
)
. (3.7)
It is important that only the ”velocities” of gαβ,
∂ygαβ ≡ g˙αβ, (3.8)
enter the Lagrangian, while the lapse and shift functions NA are not dynamical and
serve as Lagrange multipliers in the y-time canonical formalism of the action (3.6). In
spacetime condensed notations of (3.1) we will denote the induced metric of y-slices by
gi and this decomposition will look like
Ga = (gi, NA), a = (i, A), i = (αβ,X), A = (α,⊥, X),
gi = gαβ(X), N
A =
(
Nα(X), N⊥(X)
)
. (3.9)
In what follows we will also need canonical condensed notations in which the indices
(a, i, A) include together with discrete labels only the brane coordinates x, and the
contraction of these indices implies the integration only over x.
Ga(y) =
(
gi(y), NA(y)
)
, i = (αβ, x), A = (α,⊥, x),
gi(y) = gαβ(x, y), N
A(y) = (Nα(x, y), N⊥(x, y)) (3.10)
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In these notations the generators of Eq.(3.2), RaA, form delta-function type kernels in
the variable y with two entries a→ (a, y), A→ (A, y′),
RaA = R
a
A(∂y) δ(y − y
′). (3.11)
Various components of RaA(∂y) are either the ultralocal (multiplication) or differential
operators acting on the first argument of the delta function.
For sake of brevity, when using the condensed notations of the canonical or space-
time nature we will not introduce special labels to distinguish between them. As a rule,
when the y-argument is explicitly written we imply that the corresponding condensed
indices are canonical, i.e. they contain only discrete labels and brane coordinates x, and
their contraction does not involve implicit y-integration. For example, the left-hand
side of (3.3) can be written down in the form
R aA
δSB
δGa
=
→
R aA (∂y)
δS
δGa(y)
, A→ (A, y), (3.12)
where the integration over y (implicit in the contraction of the spacetime condensed
index a) removed the delta function contained in R aA and the result boiled down to
the action of the differential operator R aA (∂y) on δS/δG
a(y). This operator obviously
differs from that of Eqs.(3.2) and (3.11) by the functional transpositon – integration
by parts, because in contrast to (3.2) it acts on the test function with respect to the
upper index a. This fact is indicated by the order of operator indices reversed relative
to Eq. (3.11).
Another distinction between these two types of condensed notations concerns func-
tional derivatives. We shall always reserve the functional variational notation δ/δGa ≡
δ/δGa(y) for the variational derivative with respect to the functions of y, while the vari-
ational derivative with respect to the functions of brane coordinates will be denoted
by partial derivatives. For example, δ/δGa ≡ δ/δGAB(X) vs ∂/∂gi ≡ δ/δgαβ(x).
In these notations the action has the form
SB[G ] =
∫
dy LB
(
g, g˙, N
)
(3.13)
where the ADM Lagrangian is displayed explicitly depending on g˙i = G˙i, and all x-
derivatives are implicit in condensed canonical notations. With the definition of the
momenta conjugated to gi
p i = p
0
i (g, g˙, N) ≡
∂LB(g, g˙, N)
∂g˙ i
(3.14)
the bulk action can be rewritten in the canonical form
SB[ g, p, N ] =
∫
dy
(
p i g˙
i −NAHA(g, p)
)
, (3.15)
SB[ g, p, N ]
∣∣
p=p0(g,g˙,N)
= SB[G ], (3.16)
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where HA(g, p) = (Hα(g, p),H⊥(g, p)) is a set of momentum and Hamiltonian con-
straints. Similarly to the ADM formalism in the physical time, these constraints as
functions on the phase space of (gi, pi) satisfy the Poisson bracket relations
{HA,HB} = U
C
ABHC (3.17)
with structure functions UCAB = U
C
AB(g), signifying that these constraints belong to the
first class according to the Dirac classification. As a consequence of (3.16) they also
comprise the (⊥A)-projections of the Einstein equations in the bulk,
HA(g, p)
∣∣
p=p0(g,g˙,N)
= −
δSB[ g,N ]
δNA
. (3.18)
Due to the constraint algebra the canonical action (3.15) is invariant under the
gauge transformations with local (arbitrary time and space dependent) parameters
ΞA(X) satisfying Ξ⊥(X)| = 0.3 These transformations are canonical and, therefore,
ultralocal in y for phase space variables, but involve the y-derivative of ΞA(X) for
Lagrange multipliers [15]
δΞg i = { g i,HA} Ξ
A, δΞp i = { p i,HA} Ξ
A, (3.19)
δΞNA = Ξ˙A − UABC N
B ΞC . (3.20)
In view of the relation (3.16) between the canonical and Lagrangian formalisms
various components of RaA follow from the transformations (3.19)-(3.20) [15]
RiA = δ(y − y
′)
∂HA
∂pi
∣∣∣∣
p=p0(g,g˙,N)
, (3.21)
RBA =
→
RBA(∂y) δ(y − y
′) =
(
δBA ∂y − U
B
CAN
C
)
δ(y − y′). (3.22)
The distinguished role of the Lagrange multiplyers manifests itself in the fact that only
the a = B component of (3.11) forms the first order differential operator while the
a = i components are ultralocal in y.
Sometimes a composition of differential operators results in an ultralocal operator.
Here is one important example that follows from the transformation property of the
momentum. On the one hand it is given by the canonical transformation
δΞpi = −
∂HA
∂gi
ΞA. (3.23)
3Tangential to the brane components Ξµ| = ξµ should not necessarily vanish because these dif-
feomorphisms do not shift the boundary. In the canonical formalism this property follows from the
linearity of the momentum constraints Hµ in p, due to which relevant surface terms identically vanish
for arbitrary Ξµ|.
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On the other hand it can be obtained by the gauge transformation of the Lagrangian
expression for the momentum (3.14). The metric variation of the latter has the form
of the differential operator acting on δGa(y) = (δgi(y), δNA(y)),
δG
∂LB(g, g˙, N)
∂g˙ i
≡ W Sia(∂) δG
a(y). (3.24)
In essence W Sia(∂) here is a part of the Wronskian operator (2.25)) associated with the
part of the operator (2.16), Fab = F
AB,CD(∇) δ(X,X ′), without the gauge-breaking
term. Substituting the gauge variation of the metric one therefore has
δΞp0i (g, g˙, N) =
→
W Sia δ
ΞGa(y) =
→
W Sia
→
R aA Ξ
A (3.25)
and comparing (3.23) and (3.25) finds that the composition of the two first-order dif-
ferential operators is ultralocal in y (and contains at most the derivatives with respect
to brane coordinates)4
→
W
S
ia(∂)
→
R
a
A(∂) = −
∂HA
∂gi
∣∣∣∣
p=p0(g,g˙,N)
(3.26)
The final comment of this section concerns the diffeomorphisms tangential to the
brane. In the set of RiA = (R
i
µ, R
i
⊥) their generators R
i
µ = R
i
µ( g ) are independent of
g˙i and correspond to the momentum constraints linear in p,
Hµ(g, p) = R
i
µ p i. (3.27)
By construction they leave the brane part of the action invariant
Riµ
∂Sb
∂gi
= 0, (3.28)
which is the brane, d-dimensional, analogue of (3.3).
4. Gauge-fixing procedure
The relativistic nature of the bulk gauge conditions (2.1) which in condensed notations
we denote by
HA = HA
(
Ga(y), G˙a(y)
)
(4.1)
4The equivalence of the canonical and Lagrangian gauge transformations of momenta,(
δΞp
)
| p0(g,g˙,N) = δ
Ξ
(
p0(g, g˙, N)
)
, holds as it follows from (3.16) only up to terms proportional to
equations of motion [15]. In what follows the bulk background always satisfies on-shell condition
which justifies the identification of canonical and Lagrangian versions of gauge transformations.
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implies that they necessarily depend on the “velocities” of the Lagrange multipliers
N˙A = ∂yN
A, so that the following matrix is nondegenerate
aAB = −
∂HA
∂N˙B
, det aAB 6= 0. (4.2)
As a result the corresponding Faddeev-Popov operator in view of the derivative nature
of the transformations (3.20) for NA is of the second order in ∂y. This follows from the
definition of this operator
QAB =
δHA
δGa
RaB =
→
HAa(∂)
→
RaB(∂) δ(y − y
′), (4.3)
δHA
δGa
≡ HAa =
→
HAa(∂) δ(y − y
′), (4.4)
where HAa is the matrix of linearized gauge conditions (2.21)). This functional matrix
in relativistic gauges is the first-order differential operator, HAC(∂y) = −a
A
C∂y + ...,
whence in view of (3.22) QAB(∂y) = −a
A
B ∂
2
y + ... . Such a second-order operator admits
zero modes parameterized by their boundary conditions, corresponding to the residual
transformations discussed in Introduction and in Sect.2.
To fix these residual transformations we impose gauge conditions on the brane
metric (2.3), χµ(g) = 0. They force these boundary conditions to vanish, provided the
brane Faddeev-Popov operator, which in condensed canonical notations reads as
J
µ
ν =
∂χµ
∂gi
Riµ, (4.5)
is nondegenerate. As discussed in Introduction, the brane gauge conditions can be
chosen background-covariant from the d-dimensional viewpoint, as is the case of the
brane DeWitt gauge (1.9). However, they are imposed only on gi = gαβ(x) and do not
involve g˙i, so that they can be considered unitary from the viewpoint of the y-time
canonical formalism.
Thus, the overall gauge-fixing factor in the path integral (1.8) takes the form
( gauge-fixing ) = δ
[
HA(G )
]
δ(χµ(g))MH, χ[G ], (4.6)
where we use different condensed notations for the functional delta-functions in the bulk
(2.6) and on the brane (2.7). The measure factor MH, χ[G ] is determined according
to the standard Faddeev-Popov procedure by the following functional integral over the
full diffeomorphism group
(Mχ,H [G ] )
−1 =
∫
Ξ⊥| = 0
D Ξ δ
[
HA(GΞ )
]
δ(χµ( gξ )). (4.7)
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To calculate it we write the infinitesimally transformed bulk and brane metrics as
GaΞ = G
a +RaA Ξ
A +O[ Ξ2 ] and giξ = g
i +Riµ ξ
µ+O[ ξ2 ], and then decompose in (4.7)
the integration over ΞA(X) into the integration over the bulk field with fixed boundary
values ΞA(X) | = (0, ξµ(x)) and the subsequent integration over ξµ(x)∫
Ξ⊥| = 0
D Ξ δ
[
HA(GΞ )
]
δ(χµ( gξ )) =
∫
dξ δ(Jµνξ
ν )
∫
Ξ⊥| = 0
Ξµ| = ξµ
DΞ δ
[
QAB Ξ
B
]
= ( detJµν )
−1
∫
ΞA| = 0
D Ξ δ
[
QAB Ξ
B
]
= (detJµν )
−1 (DetDQAB )−1 . (4.8)
The result is structurally very simple – it factorizes into the product of functional
determinants of brane and bulk Faddeev-Popov operators, and the latter, DetDQ
A
B,
is calculated subject to Dirichlet conditions for all components of ΞA|. This directly
follows from the gauge-fixing procedure on the brane.
The Dirichlet type functional determinant is determined by the variational formula
δ lnDetDQ
A
B = Q
−1B
D A
←
δQ AB ≡
∫
dy Q−1 BDA (y
′, y)
←
δQ AB (∂y)
∣∣∣
y′=y
, (4.9)
where
←
δQ AB denotes the variation of the operator under generic change of its coefficients
and Q−1BD A is the Dirichlet Green’s function of the ghost operator, defined by
QCB(∂y)Q
−1B
D A(y, y
′) = δCA δ(y − y
′),
Q−1BD A(y, y
′)
∣∣
y
= 0. (4.10)
Thus, this derivation yields one of the main results of this paper (2.5) and confirms
boundary conditions for the ghost propagator in the bulk.
As a result of transition (2.8)-(2.11) the quantum effective action takes the form
eiΓ =
∫
DGµ[G ] exp
(
iSgf [G ]
)
detJµν DetDQ
A
B, (4.11)
Sgf [G ] = S
B[G ] + SBgb[G ] + S
b[ g ] + Sbgb[ g ], (4.12)
with the full gauge-fixed action Sgf [G ] including the bulk and brane gauge-breaking
terms which read in canonical condensed notations as
SBgb[G ] = −
1
2
∫
dy HA(G, G˙) cABH
B(G, G˙), (4.13)
Sbgb(g) = −
1
2
χµ(g) cµνχ
ν(g). (4.14)
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The last comment of this section concerns the local measure denoted in (4.11) by
µ[G ]. Its contribution is not very important for practical purposes, because its function
solely consists in the cancellation of strongest power divergences of the path integral.
Nevertheless, for completeness we briefly discuss it here.
The local measure is determined by another type of bulk and brane foliation –
the one with the slices of constant physical time t = X0. This foliation determines
the chronological ordering in the unitary evolution in physical (not fictitious) time.
It gives rise to the local measure as a contribution of the gaussian path integral over
the physical momenta conjugated to temporal velocities ∂0G (rather than to ∂yG).
As shown in Appendix A, when the brane action has the kinetic term5, the full local
measure factorizes into the product of the bulk and brane measures
µ[G ] = µB[G ]µb( g ). (4.15)
The bulk measure looks as follows. In the foliation of the bulk by spacelike slices
of constant X0 = t, X = (t,x, y) (where x denotes spatial coordinates among brane
coordinates x), the bulk metric can be decomposed into the corresponding spacelike
metric Q(t,x, y) and bulk lapse and shift functions N (t,x, y) ∼ GAt(X), GAB(X) ∼
(Q(t,x, y),N (t,x, y)). The bulk measure then reads as
µB[G ] =
∏
X,X 6∈b
[
det
∂2LB(Q, ∂tQ,N )
∂(∂tQ) ∂(∂tQ)
det cAB
]1/2
. (4.16)
It also absorbs the determinant of the gauge-fixing matrix cAB which is generated by the
transition (2.8)-(2.11) to nondegenerate gauges and which we also consider ultralocal
in X .
Similarly, in the construction of the brane measure one has a foliation of the brane
by spacelike (d − 1)-dimensional surfaces x = (t,x), which leads to
(
(d − 1) + 1
)
-
decomposition g(x) = (q(t,x), n(t,x)) into the space metric q(t,x) and brane lapse
and shift functions n(t,x). The brane Lagrangian then depends on velocities of only
the q-metric coefficients, Lb(g, ∂g) = Lb(q, ∂tq, n), and the brane measure takes the
form
µb( g ) =
∏
x
[
det
∂2Lb
∂(∂tq) ∂(∂tq)
det cµν
]1/2
. (4.17)
5Which is not always the case – in the Randall-Sundrum model, for example, the brane part of the
action is kinetically inert, because it contains only the brane tension.
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5. Bulk wavefunction representation of the brane
effective action
As a next step we decompose the full integration in (4.11) into the integration over the
bulk metric GAB(X) subject to fixed induced metric on the brane gαβ(x) = Gαβ(X) |
and the subsequent integration over d-dimensional gαβ(x),
∫
DGAB(X) =
∫
dgαβ(x)
∫
Gαβ |= gαβ(x)
DGAB(X) ≡
∫
dg
∫
Gi|= gi
DG. (5.1)
The result looks as the Feynman-DeWitt-Faddeev-Popov functional integral [14]
eiΓ =
∫
dg µ b[ g ] exp i
(
Sb( g ) + Sbgb( g )
)
detJµν ΨB( g ) (5.2)
for the purely d-dimensional system with the brane action Sb[ gαβ ] but with the inser-
tion of the functional ΨB( g ) which we will call a wavefunction of the bulk spacetime
ΨB( g ) =
∫
Gi|= gi
DGµB[G ] exp i
(
SB[G ] + SBgb[G ]
)
DetDQ
A
B. (5.3)
This function is well known from quantum cosmology as a path-integral representa-
tion of the solution of the Wheeler-DeWitt equations – quantum Dirac constraints on
a quantum state in the canonical quantization of gravity. At various levels of rigor and
in various contexts it was built in a path-integral form in [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In partic-
ular, in the d = 3 context it was obtained in [18] where the initial and final spacelike
Cauchy surfaces played the role of branes with specified 3-metrics. The metrics served
as functional arguments of the two-point kernel of the unitary evolution interpolating
between these two 3-surfaces.
In (5.3) the role of the boundary is played by timelike brane(s), and the canonical
formalism in real time is generalized to the case of the “evolution” in the direction
transversal to the brane. Certainly, no sensible unitarity or causality can be ascribed
to this evolution. Apparently this construction can be generalized to a purely Euclidean
case when the full boundary can have various topological and connectedness properties.
The bulk wavefunction (5.3) has the same properties as the cosmological wavefunc-
tion of [18, 20]. First of all, it is independent of the choice of the bulk gauge HA,
δHΨB( g ) = 0, (5.4)
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though HA explicitly enters its construction. This a typical property of the Faddeev-
Popov functional integral on shell (or in the absence of sources located in the bulk —
the only source of ΨB( g ) is the brane metric g = gαβ(x) ). A formal proof is based on
the change of the integration variable in (5.3)
Ga → GaΞ = G
a +RaA Ξ
A, ΞA = Q−1AB δH
B, (5.5)
simulating the change of gauge conditions HA → HA + δHA. Due to Ward identities
for ghost and gauge Green’s functions and gauge invariance of the bulk action, this
transformation is identical and leads to (5.4). Important point of the transform (5.5) is
that the Green’s function of the Faddeev-Popov operator Q−1AB has Dirichlet boundary
conditions, and therefore ΞA| = 0, so that this transform does not shift gi on the brane
(as it should). It only shifts lapse and shift functions NC | because of the y-derivative
in RCA(∂y) acting on Ξ
A(y), but this is not dangerous because the Lagrange multiplyers
NC | are integrated over at the boundary, rather than being fixed like Gi| = gi.6
Important consequence of this integration over NC | is that ΨB( g ) satisfies the
analogue of the Wheeler-DeWitt equations
HˆA(g, ∂/i∂g)ΨB( g ) = 0, (5.6)
whereHˆA(g, ∂/i∂g) are the operators of quantum Dirac (momentum and Hamiltonian)
constraints. They follow from their classical counterparts by some nontrivial operator
realization which is formally known only in the linear in ~ approximation [21].7
The momentum components of (5.7), A = µ, describe the gauge invariance of ΨB( g )
under d-dimensional diffeomorphisms. In condensed notations this reads as
Riµ
∂ΨB
∂gi
= 0. (5.7)
This property can also be independently proven by the transformation of integration
variable similar to (5.5) but with Ξµ| = ξµ 6= 0 – the diffeomorphism tangential to
6This is a point of departure from [5] where the effective action is a functional ofNC | and, therefore,
depends on the choice of the gauge in the bulk.
7It is not obvious, though, that the realization of [21] for the temporal constraints would work for
brane constraints, because the latter govern an artificial evolution in the y-time which is not related to
unitarity and causality. In particular, the choice of the local measure in (5.3) is not related to y-foliation
of the bulk and does not yield the scalar density nature of ΨB( g ) under the reparameterizations of
g. This choice is tightly related to the operator realization of quantum Dirac constraints. For the
temporal constraints of [21] the choice of measure guarantees that the cosmological wavefunction is a
scalar density of 1/2-weight, and the operators HˆA(g, ∂/i∂g) act covariantly on this density. No such
properties hold for ΨB( g ) – a scalar in g rather than a density, see Appendix A.
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the brane [19]. This property in its turn guarantees the χ-gauge independence of the
on-shell brane action Γ ,
δχΓ = 0. (5.8)
Indeed, the d-dimensional analogue of the change of integration variables (5.5) in the
path integral (5.2) gives this property in virtue of gauge invariance of Sb( g ) and ΨB( g )
and the Ward identities for the brane Faddeev-Popov Green’s function.
6. Semiclassical expansion
6.1. Wavefunction of the bulk
Semiclassical expansion for ΨB( g ) is based on the stationary point of the gauge-fixed
action in the bulk. As a result of integration by parts, the variation of the action
includes the bulk and boundary terms
δ
(
SB[G ] + SBgb[G ]
)
=
∫
B
dX
( δSB
δGa(X)
−
→
δHD
δGa(X)
cDBH
B
)
δGa(X)
+
( ∂LB
∂G˙a
−
∂HD
∂G˙a
cDBH
B
)
δGa
∣∣∣∣ (6.1)
which separately should be equated to zero. Now, take into account that for fixed
Gi| = gi the boundary variation δGi| = 0 and note that LB is independent of N˙
A and
the matrices ∂HD/∂N˙A = −aDA (cf. Eq.(4.2)) and cDB are invertible. Therefore, the
stationarity conditions reduce to
δSB
δGa(X)
−
δHD
δGa(X)
cDBH
B = 0, (6.2)
HB| = 0. (6.3)
Functionally contracting (6.2) with RaA and using gauge invariance of the bulk action
(3.3) we get for the gauge conditions the homogeneous equation with the second-order
Faddeev-Popov operator
QDA(∂) cDBH
B(X) = 0. (6.4)
Since in view of (6.3) they have Dirichlet boundary conditions, the solution is identically
zero everywhere in the bulk. Thus, eventually the stationary point of the bulk action
Ga0( g ) ≡ G
0
AB(X)[ gαβ(x) ] (6.5)
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is a solution of classical equations of motion in the bulk gauge with fixed brane metric
at the boundary, as advocated in Eqs.(2.13)-(2.15) of Sect.2.
The quadratic part of the action on this background – the variation of (6.1) – reads
as
1
2
δ2
(
SB[G ] + SBgb[ g ]
)
=
1
2
δGa
(→
F ab δG
b
)
+
1
2
δGa
→
W ab (∂) δG
b
∣∣∣ , (6.6)
where
→
F ab is the condensed notation for the operator (2.16)
Fab = Sab −H
A
a cABH
B
b , (6.7)
Sab ≡
→
Sab (∂y) δ(y − y
′) =
δ2SB[G ]
δGa(y) δGb(y′)
(6.8)
and
→
W ab (∂) is the corresponding Wronskian operator (2.25) defined by the variational
relation
→
W ab (∂) δG
b(y) = δ
(
∂LB
∂G˙a
−
∂HA
∂G˙a
cABH
B
)
HA=0
=
( →
W Sab(∂)−
∂HA
∂G˙a
cAB
→
HBb (∂)
)
δGb(y). (6.9)
Together with the Wronskian operator of the invariant action W Sab(∂), see Eq. (3.24),
it includes the contribution of the gauge-breaking term.
→
W ab (∂) participates in the
Wronskian relation (2.25) and also satisfies an additional relation that can be obtained
by a single integration by parts of the derivatives in
→
F ab (∂)
φa1
→
F abφ
b
2 = φ
a
1
↔
F abφ
b
2 − φ
a
1
→
W ab (∂)φ
b
2
∣∣∣ (6.10)
Here
↔
F ab implies that the derivatives in
→
F ab (∂) are integrated by parts one time to
form the bilinear combinations of the first-order derivatives of φ1,2 (for φ2 = φ1 this is
just the Lagrangian quadratic in φ and ∂φ). With this relation the quadratic form of
the action (6.6) takes the form
1
2
δ2
(
SB[G ] + SBgb[ g ]
)
=
1
2
δGa
↔
F ab δG
b. (6.11)
The one-loop contribution of this form to the path integral (5.3) is the gaussian
functional integral over the perturbations δGa = δGAB(X) subject to Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions for the brane metric components δGi| = 0, while δNA| are integrated
over in the infinite limits. As shown in Appendix B this integral yields the functional
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determinant of Fab subject to mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, and the
one-loop wavefunction of the bulk has the final form
ΨB( g ) =
µB DetDQ
A
B(
DetDNFab
)1/2 exp
(
iSB[G ]
) ∣∣∣∣∣
G=G0(g)
. (6.12)
Here the Dirichlet-Neumann functional determinant DetDNFab is determined by the
variational relation
δ lnDetDNFab ≡ δTrDNlnFab =
↔
δFabG
ba
DN. (6.13)
The notation
↔
δF ab means arbitrary variations of the coefficients of the operator, and,
similarly to Eq.(6.10), the double arrow implies symmetric action of two first-order
derivatives of δFab = δF
AB,CD(∇) on both arguments of the Green’s function GbaDN =
GDNCD,AB(X,X
′) (before taking the coincidence limit X ′ = X implicit in the functional
trace operation).
The most peculiar element of the variational definition (6.13) is GbaDN – the Green’s
function of the operator Fab(∂) subject to the mixed set of Dirichlet and generalized
Neumann boundary conditions (2.18)-(2.20). In canonical condensed notations this
boundary value problem reads as
Fca(∂)G
ab
DN(y, y
′) = δbc δ(y − y
′), (6.14)
GibDN(y, y
′)
∣∣
y
= 0, (6.15)
→
H
A
a(∂)G
ab
DN(y, y
′)
∣∣
y
= 0. (6.16)
Thus, contrary to the purely Dirichlet ghost propagator the metric propagator GabDN has
Dirichlet conditions only for i = (αβ,X) components. The rest of boundary conditions
(6.16) belong to the generalized Neumann type. This is a consequence of the fact that
lapse and shift functions in the path integral for ΨB( g ) are integrated out on the brane.
6.2. Brane effective action
Now substitute one-loop bulk wavefunction (6.12) into the path integral (5.2) and
calculate it by the stationary-phase method. The stationary point of the overall tree-
level phase satisfies the following equation
∂
∂gi
(
SB[G0(g) ] + S
b( g ) + Sbgb( g )
)
=
∂LB
∂G˙i
∣∣∣∣ + ∂S
b
∂gi
−
∂χµ
∂gi
cµνχ
ν = 0, (6.17)
because SB[G0(g) ] plays the role of the Hamilton-Jacobi function in the y-time canon-
ical formalism, and its gradient in gi yields the canonical momentum on the brane
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p0i (G, G˙) = ∂LB/∂G˙
i,
∂
∂gi
SB[G0(g) ] =
∂LB
∂G˙i
∣∣∣∣ . (6.18)
In essence (6.17) represents the generalized Israel matching condition relating the
extrinsic curvature of the brane, Kαβ(x) ∼ ∂LB/∂G˙αβ(x), to the brane stress tensor
∂Sb/∂g
i = δSb/δgαβ(x) in the presence of the brane gauge-breaking term. To handle
the latter, contract (6.17) with Riµ and take into account that in view of (3.18) and
(3.27) the first term in the contraction vanishes on bulk shell,
Riµ
∂LB
∂G˙i
= −
δSB
δNµ
∣∣∣∣
G=G0(g)
≡ 0, (6.19)
whereas the second term vanishes in view of d-dimensional covariance of the brane
action (3.28), so that finally
Riµ
∂χλ
∂gi
cλσ χ
σ ≡ Jλσ cλσχ
σ = 0, (6.20)
whence χµ = 0 due to invertibility of Jλσ and cλσ. Therefore, we get the following
system of equations for the stationary point g0 in the d-dimensional brane gauge(
∂LB
∂G˙i
∣∣∣∣+ ∂S
b
∂gi
)
g= g0
= 0, (6.21)
χµ( g0) = 0. (6.22)
To find the quadratic form of the tree-level action on the background of g0 we
would need the derivative of Ga0(g) with respect to g
i. This quantity satisfies the
linearized version of the boundary-value problem (2.13)-(2.15). In condensed notations
this problem for the bulk perturbation φa(ϕ) induced by the perturbation ϕi on the
boundary reads as
→
Sab (∂)φ
b(y) = 0, (6.23)
→
H
A
b (∂)φ
b(y) = 0, φi
∣∣ = ϕi. (6.24)
To solve it notice that the Ab component of the Wronskian operator (6.14) is entirely
determined by the gauge-breaking term of the full action
→
WAb (∂) = −
∂HB
∂N˙A
cBD
→
H
D
b (∂) = aAD
→
H
D
b (∂), (6.25)
aAD ≡ a
B
A cBD. (6.26)
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Therefore the problem (6.23)-(6.24) can be identically rewritten in the form
→
F ab (∂)φ
b(y) = 0, (6.27)
→
WAb (∂)φ
b
∣∣ = 0, φi∣∣ = ϕi, (6.28)
where the nondegenerate operator Fab replaces the degenerate operator Sab defined
by (6.8). This is a problem with the (inhomogeneous) Dirichlet-Neumann boundary
conditions. By using the Wronskian relation (2.26) its solution φaDN can be presented
in terms of the Dirichlet-Neumann Green’s function of the above type
φaDN(y) = −G
ab
DN(y, y
′)
←
W bi (∂
′)
∣∣
y′
ϕi ≡ −GabDN
←
W bi
∣∣ ϕi, (6.29)
whence
∂Ga0(g)
∂gi
= −GabDN
←
Wbi
∣∣ . (6.30)
Using (6.30) together with (6.18) and (3.24) one immediately obtains
∂2SB[G0(g) ]
∂gi ∂gk
= −
→
W iaG
ab
DN
←
W bk
∣∣∣∣ , (6.31)
where the double vertical bar denotes the restriction to the brane with respect to
the both points of the two-point kernel, cf. Eq. (2.24) of Sect.2. This restriction,
in particular, allows one to replace
→
W
S
ia by
→
W ia in view of (6.16). As a result, the
quadratic part of the full tree-level action on the background g0, g = g0+ δg, takes the
form
1
2
δ2g
(
SB[G0(g) ] + S
b( g ) + Sbgb( g )
)
=
1
2
δgiFDNik δg
k, (6.32)
where FDNik is the full brane-to-brane operator introduced in (2.23)
F
DN
ik = −
→
W iaG
ab
DN
←
W bk
∣∣∣∣+ Sbik − χµi cµνχνk, (6.33)
with the gauge-fixed contribution of the brane action (2.27)
κik = S
b
ik − χ
µ
i cµνχ
ν
k, S
b
ik ≡
∂2Sb
∂gi∂gk
, χµi ≡
∂χµ
∂gi
. (6.34)
Finally, substituting (6.12) into (5.2) and taking the Gaussian integral over δgi in
the vicinity of the stationary point g0 one finds in the one-loop approximation
eiΓ (g0) =
µBDetDQ
A
B(
DetDNFab
)1/2 µb detJ
µ
ν(
detFDNik
)1/2 exp i
(
SB[G ] + Sb( g0)
) ∣∣∣∣∣
G= G0( g0)
. (6.35)
The preexponential factor here confirms the decomposition property for the one-loop
effective action (2.22) advocated in Sect.2 (modulo δ(0)-type terms generated by the
local measure (4.15)).
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7. Ward identities and gauge independence
It is important that the both bulk and brane preexponential factors in (6.35) are
separately gauge independent. For the bulk prefactor this is a direct corollary of the
gauge independence of ΨB( g ), (5.4). However, it is worth showing explicitly how this
property works in virtue of the Ward identities for the bulk propagators.
Bulk Ward identities (for tree-level propagators) arise as follows [20]. Functional
differentiation of (3.3) shows that on shell, that is on the background satisfying clas-
sical equations of motion, the functional matrix Sab is degenerate because it has zero-
eigenvalue eigenvectors – the gauge generators
R aA S
B
ab = −S
B
a
δRaA
δgb
= 0 (7.1)
As a consequence the operator Fab satisfies the relation
R aA Fab = −Q
B
A cBCH
C
b (7.2)
which can be functionally contracted with matrices of the gauge Gbc and ghost Q−1AD
Green’s functions. Integration by parts of the derivatives in the operators RaA = R
a
A(∂)
and QBA = Q
B
A (∂) does not produce additional surface terms in view of the boundary
conditions for the propagators. Thus, one arrives at the identity relating the Dirichlet-
Neumann Green’s function of the metric operator to the Dirichlet Green’s function of
the Faddeev-Popov operator
cAB
→
H
B
b(∂)G
bc
DN(y, y
′) = −Q−1BA (y, y
′)
←
R cB (∂y′). (7.3)
It is important that the Dirichlet conditions at y belonging to the boundary on the
right hand side match with the Neumann conditions (6.16) on the left hand side.
Therefore, using the variational definitions of the functional determinants one has
δH lnDetDN Fab = δH
↔
F abG
ba
DN = −2 cAB
→
H Bb G
ba
DN
←
δH Aa , (7.4)
δH lnDetDQ
A
B = Q
−1B
A δH
←
QAB = Q
−1B
A
←
R bB
←
δH Ab , (7.5)
so that in virtue of (7.3) the bulk part of the one-loop effective action is H-independent
δH
(
−
1
2
TrDN lnF + TrD lnQ
)
= 0. (7.6)
Bulk gauge obviously participates in the construction of the brane part of the effec-
tive action, but the latter turns out to be also independent of HA. To show this, note
first of all that in view of (6.16)
→
W iaG
ab
DN
←
W bk|| =
→
W
S
iaG
ab
DN
←
W
S
bk||. This replacement
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of the Wronskian operators W (∂) by their H-independent analogues W S(∂), cf. Eq.
(3.24), implies that
δHF
DN
ik = −
→
W Sia
(
δHG
ab
DN
) ←
W Sbk
∣∣∣∣ . (7.7)
The variation of the Green’s function accounting for its boundary conditions is derived
in Appendix C. Using (C.5) one has in view of (7.3)
δHG
ab
DN = −G
ac
DN δH
↔
FcdG
db
DN = 2G
(ac
DN
←
H Ac cAB
→
δHBdG
db)
DN
= −2
→
R
(a
AQ
−1A
B
→
δHBdG
db)
DN, (7.8)
so that in virtue of the identity (3.26) the argument of the ghost propagator in
δHF
DN
ik = 2
→
W
S
(ia
→
R
a
AQ
−1A
B δH
B
dG
db
DN
←
W bk)
∣∣∣∣
i,k
= −2
∂HA
∂q(i
Q−1AB δH
B
dG
db
DN
←
W bk)
∣∣∣
∣∣∣
i,k
= 0 (7.9)
is not differentiated at the boundary because ∂HA/∂q
i is ultralocal in y, and the
whole variation vanishes because of the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the ghost
propagator, (∂HA/∂q
i)Q−1AB
∣∣
i
= 0. Finally,
δH
(
−
1
2
tr lnF DN + tr lnJ
)
= 0. (7.10)
Let us turn to the dependence of the effective action on the brane gauge χµ. As
in usual gauge theories, the effective action is gauge-independent on shell, that is with
the sources switched on the brane off.8 To see this in the one-loop order, note that the
tree-level brane action is identically invariant with respect to d-dimensional (brane)
diffeomorphisms
Riµ
∂
∂gi
(
SB[G0(g) ] + S
b( g )
)
≡ 0. (7.11)
The differentiation of this identity at g = g0 (mass shell (6.21)) then gives
Riµ
(
−
→
W iaG
ab
DN
←
W bk
∣∣∣∣ + Sbik
)
= Riµ
∂2
∂gi∂gk
(
SB[G0(g) ] + S
b( g )
)
g= g0
= −
∂Riµ
∂gk
∂
∂gi
(
SB[G0(g) ] + S
b( g )
)
g= g0
= 0. (7.12)
8By construction, there are no sources in the bulk, so that both ΨB( g ) and Γ are universally
independent of the bulk gaugeH , because the latter is not sensitive to the inclusion of boundary/brane
sources. On the contrary, the brane gauge-fixing procedure is vulnerable for gauge non-invariant
sources on the brane.
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This means that the the brane-to-brane operator (6.33) is non-degenerate entirely due
to its brane gauge-breaking term. Therefore, the following relation holds between the
operators F DNik and J
ν
µ
RiµF
DN
ik = −J
ν
µ cνα χ
α
k . (7.13)
Consequently, their Green’s functions satisfy the brane Ward identity
J
−1µ
ν R
i
µ = −cνα χ
α
k G
ki, (7.14)
F
DN
ik G
km = δmi , (7.15)
where Gki is the brane-to-brane propagator. The relation (7.14) is a direct analogue of
the bulk Ward identity (7.3), except that we don’t have to care about integrations by
parts in x, because the relevant surface terms are vanishing at the brane infinity x0 →
±∞ (or missing in Euclidean context in view of the closed nature of the boundary).
Thus, using the variations
δχF
DN
ik = −2δχ
ν
(i cνα χ
α
k), δχJ
ν
µ = R
i
µ δχ
ν
i (7.16)
we immediately obtain in view of (7.14) the on-shell gauge independence of the brane
effective action
δχ
(
−
1
2
tr lnF DN + tr lnJ
)
= δχνi cνα χ
α
k G
ki +Riµ δχ
ν
i J
−1µ
ν = 0. (7.17)
8. Reduction of the Dirichlet-Neumann problem to
the Dirichlet type
If we would apply the stationary phase method directly to the path integral (4.11)
without using the bulk wavefunction representation (5.2), then the one-loop contribu-
tion of the metric field would be determined by the functional determinant subject
to Neumann boundary conditions for all metric components. So the decomposition of
the integration procedure (5.1) exercises a half-way reduction to the Dirichlet problem,
because the resulting boundary conditions are of a mixed type. As it was discussed
in Introduction and in [1], the construction of the Dirichlet Green’s function is much
easier than the Neumann one, so actually no calculational advantages are gained when
this reduction is incomplete. Therefore, it is worth making a further reduction from
the Dirichlet-Neumann problem to the purely Dirichlet one.
For this purpose introduce the Gaussian path integral over metric perturbations
δGa ≡ φa = (φi, φA) with slightly more general than in (6.11) – inhomogeneous –
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boundary conditions, φi| = ϕi,
Z(ϕi) =
∫
φi|=ϕi
Dφ exp (−S[φ ]), (8.1)
S[φ ] ≡
1
2
∫
dy φa
↔
F ab φ
b. (8.2)
Its stationary point φaDN(ϕ
i) is determined by the Dirichlet-Neumann problem with the
inhomogeneous boundary conditions (6.27)-(6.28) and has the form (6.29). As shown
in Appendix B, the gaussian integral itself equals
Z(ϕi) = (DetGDN)
1/2 exp(−S[φDN(ϕ
i) ]), (8.3)
where the action at the stationary point is
S[φDN(ϕ
i) ] = −
1
2
ϕi
(→
W iaG
ab
DN
←
W bk ||
)
ϕk . (8.4)
Alternatively it can be calculated by integrating first over the fields subject to
Dirichlet boundary conditions for all φa with the integration over ϕA ≡ φA| reserved
to the last
Z(ϕi) =
∫ ∏
A
dϕA
∫
φa|=ϕa
Dφ exp (−S[φ]). (8.5)
The inner integral∫
φa|=ϕa
Dφ exp (−S[φ]) = (DetGD )
1/2 exp(−S[φD(ϕ
a) ]) (8.6)
is determined by the Dirichlet problem for the field φaD(ϕ), Fabφ
b
D = 0, φ
a
D | = ϕ
a,
having as a solution the following expression in terms of the Dirichlet Green’s function
GD of the operator Fab
φaD(ϕ) = −G
ab
D
←
Wbcϕ
c
∣∣
c
. (8.7)
The action in (8.6) equals
S[φD(ϕ
a) ] =
1
2
ϕaD ab ϕ
b, (8.8)
D ab ≡ −
→
W acG
cd
D
←
W db
∣∣∣∣ , (8.9)
so that the gaussian integral over the boundary field ϕA in (8.5) is saturated by the
saddle point ϕA0 of the above quadratic form in ϕ
A, ϕA0 = −G
AB
DBiϕ
i, where DBi is
the Bi-block of the operator (8.9) and GAB is the inverse of its AB-block
DABG
BC = δCA (8.10)
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(note that the operator (8.9) differs from the kernel of the action (8.4) by the type of
the Green’s function – Dirichlet vs Dirichlet-Neumann one).
Thus, integration over ϕA in (8.5) gives
Z(ϕi) =
(
DetGD
)1/2(
detDAB
)−1/2
exp(−S[φD(ϕ0) ]), (8.11)
S[φD(ϕ0) ] =
1
2
ϕi
(
Dik −DiAG
AB
DBk
)
ϕk. (8.12)
Comparison with (8.3)-(8.4) then gives the following two relations
−
( →
WGDN
←
W ||
)
ik
=Dik −DiAG
AB
DBk, (8.13)(
DetGDN
)1/2
=
(
DetGD
)1/2(
detDAB
)−1/2
. (8.14)
They allow one to completely reduce the algorithm (6.35) to that of the Dirichlet
boundary conditions. In particular, the substitution of (8.13) into the expression for
the brane-to-brane operator FDNik , (6.33), expresses its functional determinant as
detFDNik = det
(
(Dik + κik)−DiAG
AB
DBk
)
= detFDab
(
detDAB
)−1
, (8.15)
where F Dab is the brane-to-brane operator of another type – it acts on the space of all
metric perturbations on the brane δGa| = (δgi, δNA)|, a = (i, A), and is built of the
Dirichlet Green’s function rather than the mixed-type one
F
D
ab =
[
Dik + κik DiB
DAk DAB
]
= −
( →
WGD
←
W ||
)
ab
+ κik δ
i
aδ
k
b . (8.16)
Its ik-block is given by Eq.(2.29) in Sect.2.
In view of the relation (8.15) the one-loop contribution of the bulk and brane
gravitons in (6.35) can be decomposed into the product of other two bulk and brane
factors which are entirely based on the Dirichlet-type objects
(
DetDN F
)−1/2(
detF DNik
)−1/2
=
(
DetD F
)−1/2(
detF Dik
)−1/2
. (8.17)
In fact, this decomposition literally repeats the Neumann-Dirichlet reduction suggested
in [1]. The corresponding decomposition of the one-loop effective action has the form
(2.28) presented in Sect.2. From calculation viewpoint it is simpler than (2.22), but it
destroys manifest gauge independence of the combined bulk-brane diagrammatic tech-
nique. Whereas in (2.22) both bulk and brane parts are separately gauge-independent,
no such property holds for (2.28) – only the sum of bulk and brane terms is independent
of the bulk gauge conditions.
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9. Conclusions
Thus we have an exhaustive formulation of the Feynman-DeWitt-Faddeev-Popov gauge-
fixing procedure in gravitational systems with branes or boundaries. This procedure
incorporates a special choice of gauge conditions in the bulk and on the brane, which
separately fix the bulk and brane diffeomorphisms. Also it establishes the boundary
conditions for the corresponding ghost factors and allows one to construct a special
bulk wavefunction representation of the brane effective action (5.2)-(5.3). The bulk
wavefunction satisfies the generalized Wheeler-DeWitt equations with respect to the
induced metric of the brane (5.7). They might, perhaps, serve as a basis for non-
perturbative methods in brane models, alternative to semiclassical expansion [14].
We derived the boundary conditions for propagators of the Feynman diagrammatic
technique in brane models and explicitly built the brane effective action in the one-
loop approximation. Similarly to non-gauge (quantized matter) models with branes,
considered in [1], this one-loop action can be decomposed into the sum of bulk and brane
contributions both in the graviton and the ghost sectors (2.28). The bulk contribution
is represented by the usual functional determinant of the propagator in the (d + 1)-
dimensional bulk, subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions on the brane. The brane
contribution is given by a similar determinant of the brane-to-brane operator (2.29) in
the surface d-dimensional theory. In the graviton sector this operator has a nonlocal
(pseudodifferential) nature, whereas in the ghost sector for local gauges this is always a
local Faddeev-Popov operator associated with gauging away the d-dimensional surface
diffeomorphisms. This property follows from the generic bulk-brane factorization of
a gauge-fixing factor (2.5) in the path integral for gravitational brane models, which
holds beyond loop expansion.
Linear algebra manipulations and Gaussian integrations which underly the above
results look innocent at the calculational level adopted in this paper. The obtained
algorithms are, however, marred by ultraviolet divergences and should be regulated
by some covariant technique. The efficiency and correctness of these calculations was,
nevertheless, confirmed within the dimensional regularization in [1]. In particular,
correct expressions for surface Schwinger-DeWitt coefficients were obtained in [1] and,
thus, guaranteed correct renormalization of logarithmic divergences in simplest brane
models.
Such calculations should also apply in gravitational systems considered above, and
this is a subject of forthcoming papers. We plan to make a synthesis of the Neumann-
Dirichlet reduction with a systematic curvature expansion method in brane models in
order to alleviate their formalism to the level of universality of the Schwinger-DeWitt
technique [23, 24]. This is important for various applications in quantum gravity and
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cosmology, including quantum consistency of brane models [6], the conformal anomaly
mechanism of the dark energy, that might be facilitated within the brane concept of
extra dimensions [7], and the others.
Appendix A The local measure in brane models
Let the bulk and brane terms of the action both have kinetic terms quadratic in ve-
locities with coefficients a(X) and b(x). These terms can be rewritten as one integral
over the bulk∫
B
dX a(X) (∂tφ(X))
2 +
∫
b
dx b(x) (∂tϕ(x))
2
=
∫
B
dX dX ′ G(X,X ′) ∂tφ(X) ∂tφ(X
′) (A.1)
with the overall coefficient of the quadratic form in field velocities
G(X,X ′) = δ(x, x′) [ a(X) δ(y − y′) + b(x) δ(y) δ(y′) ] . (A.2)
Here φ(X) and ϕ(x) = φ(x, 0) = φ(X)| denote the bulk field and its boundary value
at the brane located at y = 0.
The full local canonical measure reads in terms of the functional determinant of
this matrix as
µ[ a(X), b(x) ] ≡
(
DetG(X,X ′)
)1/2
= µB[ a(X) ]µ b[ b(x) ] (A.3)
and as we show below factorizes into the product of the corresponding bulk µB[ a(X) ]
and brane µ b[ b(x) ] measures given by
µB[ a(X) ] =
(
Det(d+1) a(X) δ(X,X
′)
Det(d) a(x, 0) δ(x, x′)
)1/2
(A.4)
and
µ b[ b(x) ] =
(
Det(d) b(x) δ(x, x
′)
)1/2
(A.5)
This factorization follows from the expression for the inverse of the functional matrix
(A.2)
G−1(X,X ′) = δ(x, x′)
1
a(X)
[
δ(y − y′)−
b(x) δ(y) δ(y′)
a(x, 0) + δ(0) b(x)
]
. (A.6)
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When substituted into the variational equation for the logarithm of the functional
determinant in (A.3) this expression yields the decomposition into the following sum
of two terms
δ lnDetG(X,X ′) =
∫
dX dX ′ δG(X,X ′)G−1(X ′, X)
= δ
[
δ(d+1)(0)
∫
B
dX ln a(X) + δ(d)(0)
∫
b
dx ln
(
1 + δ(0)
b(x)
a(x, 0)
)]
. (A.7)
With the obvious limit9 δ(0) → ∞ this sum gives the factorization of the functional
determinant
DetG(X,X ′) =
Det(d+1) a(X) δ(X,X
′)
Det(d) a(x, 0) δ(x, x′)
Det(d) b(x) δ(x, x
′), (A.8)
which implies the factorization (A.3)-(A.5). In its turn this confirms the factorization of
the local measure in the brane model (4.15)-(4.17). The division by Det(d) a(x, 0) δ(x, x
′)
in the bulk measure (A.4) corresponds to the absence of local factors belonging to the
brane in the product of (4.16). In the notations of this Appendix this means the
following chain of relations
∏
X,X 6∈b
a(X) =
∏
y>0, x
a(x, y) =
∏
x
1
a(x, 0)
∏
y≥0
a(x, y)
=
∏
x
1
a(x, 0)
exp
(
δ(0)
∫
y≥0
dy ln a(x, y)
)
=
Det(d+1) a(X) δ(X,X
′)
Det(d) a(x, 0) δ(x, x′)
. (A.9)
Note that this division is responsible for zero density weight of the bulk wavefunction
ΨB(g), defined by the path integral (5.3) (see footnote 7 in Sect.5).
Appendix B The Gaussian functional integral with
mixed boundary conditions
Feynman’s calculation [22] of the gaussian functional integral with the action (6.11)
for the case when only a part of integration fields is fixed at the boundary,
δGa ≡ φa = (φi, φA), φi
∣∣ = 0, (B.1)
9Any regularization implies this limit except the dimensional regularization in which δ(0) = 0, but
in the dimensional regularization the contribution of the local measure is identically zero.
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can be based on the integral
Z[F, J ] =
∫
φi|=0
Dφ exp (−S[φ, J ]), (B.2)
S[φ, J ] =
∫
dy
(
1
2
φa(y)
↔
F ab (∂)φ
b(y) + Ja(y)φ
a(y)
)
, (B.3)
where the action is modified by the source term in the bulk. To find the dependence
of (B.2) on Ja consider the stationary point φDN = φDN[J ] of this action with respect
to variations of φa satisfying (B.1).
δS[φ, J ] =
∫
dy δφa (
→
F φ+ J )a + δφ
A (
→
W φ)A
∣∣∣ = 0 (B.4)
Thus, φDN satisfies the problem with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions
→
F abφ
b
DN + Ja = 0, (B.5)
φiDN
∣∣ = 0, →WAa φaDN∣∣ = 0, (B.6)
and therefore can be represented in terms of the corresponding Green’s function of
Eqs.(6.14)-(6.16)
φaDN[J ] = G
ab
DNJ b ≡
∫
dy′GabDN(y, y
′) Jb(y
′) (B.7)
Now make the shift of the integration variable in (B.2) by φDN, φ = φDN + ∆.
Under this replacement the action decomposes in the part S[ ∆, 0 ] quadratic in ∆ and
the part independent of ∆. Linear in ∆ term is absent (both in the bulk and on the
boundary) in view of the stationarity of the action at φDN, so that
S[φ, J ] = S[ ∆, 0 ] + S[φDN, J ], (B.8)
S[φDN, J ] =
1
2
JaG
ab
DNJ b. (B.9)
Therefore
Z[F, J ] = Z[F, 0 ] exp (−S[φDN, J ]). (B.10)
To find the prefactor, consider the variation of the integral (B.2) at J = 0 with
respect to the operator Fab and make the following set of obvious identical transforma-
tions using the above equations (B.9) and (B.10)
δFZ[F, 0 ] = −
∫
Dφ
(
1
2
φa
↔
δF abφ
b
)
exp (−S[φ, 0 ])
= −
∫
Dφ
(
1
2
δ
δJa
↔
δF ab
δ
δJb
)
Z[F, J ]
∣∣∣∣
J=0
= −
1
2
↔
δF abG
ba
DN Z[F, 0 ]. (B.11)
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Here
↔
δF ab means arbitrary variations of the coefficients of the operator, and the dou-
ble arrow implies symmetric action of two first-order derivatives of Fab(∂) on both
arguments of GbaDN similar to Eq.(B.3).
Therefore, one gets
δF ln Z[F, 0 ] = −
1
2
↔
δF abG
ba
DN = −
1
2
δ lnDetDNF ≡
1
2
δ lnDetGDN . (B.12)
This justifies the variational definition (6.13) of the Dirichlet-Neumann functional de-
terminant of Fab originating from the Gaussian integration with mixed boundary con-
ditions.
Appendix C The variation of GabDN
In view of (6.25)
→
H
A
a = a
−1AC
→
WCb, and the boundary conditions in the problem
(6.14)-(6.16) for GabDN can be rewritten in terms of the Wronskian operator
→
WCb. Then
the variation of this problem gives the set of inhomogeneous equations for δGabDN
→
F ab δG
bc
DN = −
→
δF ab G
bc
DN,
→
WAb δG
bc
DN
∣∣
A
= −
→
δWAb G
bc
DN
∣∣
A
,
δGicDN
∣∣
i
= 0 (C.1)
This set of equations forms the boundary value problem, analogous to (6.27)-(6.29),
but with the inhomogeneous subset of Neumann boundary conditions
→
F φ = J,( →
W φ
)
A
∣∣ = wA, φi∣∣ = 0. (C.2)
It has a solution
φa(X) =
∫
B
dX ′GabDN(X,X
′) Jb(X
′) +
∫
b
dxGaADN(X, e(x))wA(x)
≡ GabDN Jb +G
aA
DN wA
∣∣∣
A
(C.3)
which, when applied to (C.1), gives
δGabDN = −G
ac
DN
→
δFcdG
db
DN −G
aA
DN
→
δWAdG
db
DN
∣∣∣
A
(C.4)
Therefore, in view of the relation (6.10), the variation of the Dirichlet-Neumann Green’s
function is given by the equation
δGabDN = −G
ac
DN
↔
δFcdG
db
DN, (C.5)
used in Eq.(7.8).
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